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ABSTMCT: The predictive (hypothetieo-deductive) method can be viewed. as an
inverse of the deductive method; each nethod is important in both mathematics and
the natural scienees. The cleductive nethod has certain advantages but often canrt
be used. The d.onain of a proposit ion is a cr i t ical  aspect of af l  inference but
is rarely recognized.. The paper gives an explicit and semi-formalized deduction
of competition, natural selectiono and evolution from a set of assumptions and
d.efinitions. The deduction may be of the form that Danrin originally used and
is meant to correspond to causal processes in nature. The deductive argument
was criticaL for both Darwin and Wallaee in their d.iscovery of evolution by
natural selection. Ttre domain of the theory includes phenomena not ordinarily
associated with i t .  Br iefer treatments are given of the Just i f icat ion of deduc-

tion and the nature of truth. A nev interpretation of probability avoids the
problems of existing theories and gives a natural Justification for the principle

of insuff ic ient reason.
*

f t  is conmonly bel ieved, especial ly s ince Popper ( f959),  that the proposi-

t ions of science are hypotheses which can be fals i f ied by t i isproof of their
pred. ict ions, but which cannot be proven. Converselyn the proposit ions of mathe-
matics are believed to be provabfe statements whose empirical consequences are
irrelevant to their truth. I elaim to show that both methods of Justifieation
are important to both subJects and that evolutionary biolory in particufar has
a strong deductive core.

The na,me frhypothetico-deductive nethod." is unwieldy and easily lends the

eonfusion that i t  is the one appropriate way to use deduct ion in science. I

therefore propose to renane it the predictive method., after its prime character-

istic; the name also contrasts suitably with the deductive and inductive nethods.
In the pred.ictive method, one or more general propositions G ded.uctively

generate, perhaps with the help of add.itional- infornationn one or more predic-

t ions P:

G+P. (r)

If p is untrue, G is untrue. (I ignore complications such as contextual un-

certaint ies.)  But i f  P is true, G may st i l l  be false.
In tlle deductive method, one or more assumptions A, believed. true in some

domain, deductively generate one or more general propositions G:

A+G. (2)

I f  A is true, G is true. But i f  A is untrue, G may st i l l  be truel  some true

set of assr:mptions A- may generate G. This is the reverse of Popperts parad.igm:

proof is possibl-e and aisproof (Uy aisproving A) is not (Van Valen, 1975b).

The syrnnetry between these two methods encompasses sinil-arities as well as

contrasts.  Because more than the hypothesis in quest ion is necessary to deduce

a pred. ict lono a disconf irming instance is st i l l ,  at  least formal ly,  compatible
a**
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vith the hypothesis. And beeause the donains of assurnptions are often poorly

d.elimited, the domains of a formally proven hypothesis may be narrower than
supposed or even empty. Moreover, in most or all cases the pred.ictions or

assgmptions will, on analysis, prove to be hypotheses and so in need of confirma-

t ion thenrselves.

Domains

By the d.omain of a proposition f mean the set of circu:nstances (phenomena,

relat ions, and. ent i t ies, real ized and potent ial)  to or in whieh the proposit ion

would be applicable if true. This is a slight exbension of the usage in the

nathenatical theory of functionsl.
The 6onain of a theory is of utmost importance but is frequently overlooked.

Ttre continuing controversy in ecology on the principle of competitive exclusion
is of this nature. The principle itself, that two species whose d.ensity is

regplated by the salne processes cannot coexist ind.efinitely, is analytie and

fol lows necessari ly f ron less eontroversial  assumptionsz. Yet Col-e ( f950),

Ayala (tg6g but not later) and others have clained it is faIse. The interesting
point, however, is not truth or falsity (no one elaims that every pair of species

exelude each other) tut the extent of the domain of the principfe: how broadly

the assumptions apply in the real vorld and whether d.ifferent and. more general

asspmptions wor:ld give the saJrre result. In general it is cliffieult to show that

one has neeessary conditions for a deductive conclusion and thus has bound.ed

the donain. This is sinply because all possible conditions of all possible

variables must somehow be exa^mined before one knows which are irrelevent, ancl

the exa.nination must be of al-l combinations because of possible interaction.

The union of the domains of the proposit ions of a theory (a theory being

a set of conceptuatly related explanatory propositions)o or of a set of

theories, is itself a usefr:l concept and may be called an inclusive domain.

fnclusive domains are the subJect-natter of aead.emie disciplines and sub-

discipl ines; their  bor:ndaries and intemelat ions are poorly understood even

clescriptively. Inclusive domains ehangeo branch, and disappear as theories

change. It is unclear to what extent the boundaries of inelusive d.omains are

artificial and to what extent they reflect natural subcontinuities in the

abstract space of possible subJect matter (Van Va1en, 1972).

Mathematics

Deduction is eharacteristic of mathematics to such an extent that the non-

deductive aspects of natheuatical research (as in the generation of theorems

or proofs, or in the bounding of domains) are rarely made expl lc i t .  I ts lack

of recognition in ttempiricalrt science may be related to the frequent uncertainty

as to the truth or the domain of assumptions.
;* .*

lln mathenatics, a dorhain is the set of vafues over whieh an independent

variab1e may rangei orr from a different vievpoint, a d.omain is a set (such as

an ind.epend.ent variable) tfrat is mapped into another. The d.omain of an exis-

tent ial  proposit ion I  take to be the universe in which existence is proposed:

e.g.r in-ttTtrere are hT men irl Burwash Land.ing, Yukonrt it is Burwash Landing.

Even an intensi-onally d.efined class ean be spatiotemporAlfy restricted if its

domain is.  Thus, the class of al l  f i rst-order tr ibutpr ies is only accidental ly

spatiotenporally restricted if rivers (t-it<e penduh:ms) occur only on Earth,

Uut it is inherently so restricted. if the domain being considered is the Yukon

River watershed or even the planet Earth.
2For example, S.A. Levin ( fgtO) recent ly d.er ived a general izat ion of the

usuaL princiPle.
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The use of the predictive method3 in mathenatics is examplified by the
classie treatment of Eulerrs polyhedral  theorem by Lekatos ( fg5f- fg5l+).  The
theorem, which refates the nr:mbers of s ic les, edges, and vert iees of polyhedra,
is proved for a poorly bounded domain. Hypotheses as to the extent of this
d.omain are, in many cases, refuted. by counterexainples Just as is d.one in natural-
science. Moreover,  i t  has never been possible to f ix the boundaries of the
d.omain d.ed.uctively. The donain, after nearly two centuries, is stil l indefinite
and epistenologically depend.s on the inagination of discoverers of new solids
whose boundaries do or do not conform to the theorem. Knowled.ge of the truth
or d.omain of a hypothesis in natural- science depends in the sane way on the
imaginat ion of those who test i t .

Deduction leads to quasicertainty, but quasicertainty of exactly what?
This is the problem of d.omains and. must be assessed independently of the de-
duct ion. Sometimes the assessment is easy, as for the area of a tr iangle in
plane geometry (even though an otherwise plane surface with a br:mp would some-
times, but only sometimes, have counterexa^nrples, so for ful1 generality the
assessment even here is not qui te tr iv ial) .  But sometimes i t  is in pract iee
insol-ubf e.

I say quasicertainty rather than certainty because we must somehow come to
know the rules of deduction Just as ve come to know anything else. We learn
then by experience, and experience is fal-Iible, whether or not we ean think of
alternatives. Wtrat is unthinkable? Before we can answer that we must have a
basis to Judge.

Ttrrough history there has been a progressive decfine in the kinds of
knowledge that most thoughtful people have believed to be a priori, knowledge
that is imrnediately apparent as true and so is not in need of justification.

Even after Copernicus most people found it an a priori truth that d.irect
personal observation wa,s the best way to Juclge natural phenomena such as the
movement of the sun. Ttre valid.ity of d.ivine revelation was also apparent,
espeeially but not excl-usively as record.ed in (mutually and even internally
inconsistent) sacred books. The relat ionship of deduct ive geometry to the
real world has come to be an empir ical  quest ion, despite Kantrs efforts.  The

Just i f icat ion of basi .c ethical  pr inciples is now cornmonlyrand I  bel ieve eorrect ly,
bel ieved inpossible. The sn.me is true for the just i f icat ion of ind.uct ion orn
&s ean be shovn to be equivalent, the Justification of the methodological-
pr inciple of s impl ic i ty,  of  not assuming unJust i f ied complexi ty.  ( f t r is pr in-.

" ipfe 
is often misstated as an ontological  assumption that real i ty is s inple.)

What is now left is deductive logic and the constructs formed from it.
Here, we are to1d, we can indeed. pluck foundations from the naked air. This
view remains videspread. probably because basically d.ifferent afternatives donrt

exist, although there are variant systems in more or less smal-f, respects.
Other a priori bel-iefs have provecl unfound.ed and even false; it shoul-d.nrt then

be surprising that one may be true. But how do we know this to be the case'
even if it is? How do we know that an empirically better but basically d.iffer-

ent form of deductive logic wil-l never be diseoverecl?
A ded.uct ive just i f icat ion of induet ion l ies at the rainbowts endl we must

rather analyze the nature of our experiences to see why we accept ded.uction.
Why do we bel-ieve that the proposition "Deduction gives certaintyil is i-tself

; l t*

3One classica] method of deductive proof can be confused. with the predic-

tive method. Ttris invol-ves assuming that the general proposition is false
and deriving a contrad.iction to an assumption. Synbo1ica11y,

d *  E,  (s)

but A, therefore G. Ttr is is a restatement of (Z),  not of  ( f ) ,  and. gives

proof (or disproof) rather than requiring empirical test.
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certain? That the necessity given by tleduction is necessary, and that its
analyticity is analytic? These are central questions. It seems likely that

the certainty given in each case by deduction is confused. with a certainty
of Just i f icat ion of the nethocl i tsel f .  The points are total ly dist inct '  in

exactly the same way as the certainty given in each case by divine revelation
differs from the certainty of revelation in general. Russell (191+8) noted. that
the general  pr inciples of c leduct ion are less certain than their  instances; ve

learn the fonner, ancl Justif! them, by sinple induction fron the fatter. Thus
our knowled.ge of deduction would seem to be on Just the sa^ne footing, both
ontogenetically (in our l-earning) and epistemically, as our knowledge of the
physical world. Both are Justified inductively or not at all.

Perhaps acceptance of deduct ion, and of epistemic simpl ic i ty '  has been

bui l t  into us by natural  select ion. I f  so, i t  corresponds tc real i ty,  or to

some part of reality, but rf,e can know this too only by inference. Without
sr:re primitives we lack sure knowledge, but it is better to accept this situ-
ation than to create certainty out of our own inaginings.

Natural Sciences

That d.eduction is a cornmon and important method of Justification in the

natural  sciences is also 1i t t1e appreciated. Dorl ing ( fgfS) has recent ly
given an account of one kincl of deduction, with examples from physics' although

he followed tradition and cafled it "demonstrative induction". An earLier

exa.nrple is the establishment of the atonic weight of all sanples of argon from

measurement of one sa.nple and a proposition on the unifornity of atomic veights

in general .  The use of the word t t induct ionrr refers to the fact that synthet ic
general propositions about the real world can be justified in this vay partly

on the basis of s ingle instances of the general  proposit ions. But the nethod

is deduct ive, as Dorl ing himseLf real izes, and the dist inct ion from other

deduct ions is misleading.
Ttre d.omain of the propositions of the deduction may clarify the situation.

The truth of any proposition is rel-atj.ve to its d.omain. Ontologically the

domain may be universal or restricted, its boundaries sharp ot fuzzyn and

epistemologically its boundaries may be knovn or unknown. The domain may

contain empirical or analytie el-ements, discrete or continuous. The inter-

sect ion of the potent ial  domain of a proposit ion with real i ty (  including con-

ceptual reality for hypothetical or counterfactual propositions, as about the

future or mermaids), i.e. that part of the potential- d"omain in which the
propositlon is true, may be ealled its donain of truth. fhe donain of truth

may be empty, in which ease the proposition is universally faIse.
I take it as axiomatic that the concl-usion of a valid deduction has been

shown to be true only uith a probability+ equal to the prod.uct of the
;**

4In 
" 

determinist ic universe a claim of randomness is a badge of ignorance.

To the extent that the vorl-cl is ontol-ogically deterministic, all probabilities

are conditionaf, being relative to the state of knovled.ge of an observer. The

probability of the same event can d.iffer for observers with d.ifferent knovledge.

For an observer with compl-ete knovled.ge, the probability is either O or 1. A

propensity, then ( such as ny propensity to d.ie next week) , is an empirical- and

-b;ective 

value surnnarizing the l-ikel-ihoods of the various possible causes
(oiten not separately id.entifiable in practice, but not an arbitrary reference

cfass) of a given outcome, rel-at ive to exist ing knov1efue. In turn, these l ike-

lihoods are rel-ated to other likelihoods of the relevant causal- netvork, and

their  ul t imate est imation (which ls often at the stage of the outcome i tsel f)

is by the observed frequency of sufficiently similar events when relevant
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probabilities of truth of each premise ancl of the method of inference useds.
And usual-ly the conclusion can be shown to be true only within the intersec-
tion of the domains of truth of the premises. But with "clemonstrative ind.uc-
tiontt the d"onain of truth of the conclusion can be the s€une as that of one
premise, and mueh wider than that of another. ftris is because the more
general premise is compound and incorporates the other by substitution.

Such induetive cleduction is by no means the only kind of deduction used
for Just i f icat ion of general  proposit ions in the natural  scienees. Another
important kind, perhaps even more prevalent, is based on the isonorphism
between causation and part of deduction. Causation is the image of inplica-
tion in this napping. It is no coincidence that both implieation and causa-
tion are representect in ordinary language by "if. then;fr in fact it is
why nathenatics can represent the real world dyna.rnically as vell- as statically,
in process as wel-I as in form. fhere are of course deductions that do not
invol-ve causality, and because of the correlation-causation fal-lacy an exten-
sionally sufficient eontlition need. not be a cause even in a causal- theory
(heart sounds d.onrt cauEie movement of the blood).

For housemice and probably other species, high d.ensity causes soci.al
stress, which causes 1ow reproduct ion, which causes a decrease in popufat lon

variables are controllect in a large enough sstnFle. Ttris view of probability,
which ineorporates aspects of the propensity,  subJect iv ist ,  and frequent ist
views into an outlook based on the availability of infornation, may be called
the episteurological- interpretation of probabil-ity. It gives an immediate
derivation for the much naligned principle of insufficient reason: the linit
of any probability as knowledge approaehes 0 is the reciprocal of the number
of possible al- ternat ives.

SDetluction is usually thought to be nonprobabilistic, despite the existence
of probabi l ist ic logics. But,  l ike al-1 clains to certain knowledge, deduc-
tive eertainty is an id.ealization never fully attained. Truth of the conc1u-
sion is always conditional on truth of the premises and on validity of the
inference.

Ttre probability of truth of a proposition, relative to a rand.om element
of i ts domain, has four aspects: ( f )  t f re proport ion of the domain of the
proposition that is its donain of truth, (Z) the accuracy of knowled.ge of
this proport ion, ( : )  the sharpness of the boundary of the donain of t ruth, and
(l+) tire accuracy of knowledge of the criteria for bounding the donain of truth.
t'A11 men have blue eyestt is from the usual viewpoint false, but in the sense
that it has a nonempty domain of truth it is less fal-se than "A11 men have
blue wings". One way to bor:ncl the domain of truth of the former proposition
is to use the set of  nen lacking only brown pignent in their  i r ises. In this
restricted domain lt is probably true that all men have blue eyes. In ordin-
ary deduction the only aspeet of probability is whether the proposition is
true or false, which is a part  of  the second, aspect above (since the f i rst
aspect wi l f  have a value of ei ther O or 1).  The general izat ion of the concept
of t ruth proposed. here is ontological  on1y, being the f i rst  aspect above. ( t te

third is wel-I known.) It ofben has values between 0 and 1, even a continuum
of them, but one is never reguired. to use it. It can be inserted into ord.inary
ited.uctlons whenever explicit consideration of total domai4s happens to be useful.
The epistemologieal aspects give eff,eetively three imprecisely bound.ed states
of knowledge of truth (true, fa1se, anil indeterminate, their total sunrning to 1
and therefore depictable on a standard triangular graph) because the probabil-
ities of truth and. falsehood. will- ordinarily not sum to 1. Fuzzy concepts
(aspect 3) give an i-ndeterminacy that could be considered ontological- or a
matter of mere convention: ttAll men are tallf '.
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density. The translation to ded.uctive form is obvious. In both forms the
relation between high density and a decrease in density depend.s on the context
(e.g. on whether the populat ion is conf inecl  spat ial- ly) ;  i t  has a nonuniversal
domain of truth even within one species. The intermediate steps above are
better Just i f ied than the proposit ion "I f  mice are at high density,  then the
density will decrease.rr ft is these causal intermediaries that nake the pro-
posit ion seem to us more than an accidental  general izat ion. This proposit ion

itself makes no mention of causation, and its stated relation is observed.
d.irectly both experimentally and in uneontrolled situations in nature. But
i ts Just i f icat ion as a low-leve1 1aw is deduet ive.

A more general- ecologieal Iaw, that the total number of ind.ividuals of
any species is regulated by some set of factors whose effect is d.irectly
related to the total nr:mber of individualsn has a somewhat different kind of
deductive Justification. One premise vas used. by Darwin and Mal-thus, that
each species increases indef ini tely in i ts environments unless checked. But
to apply this prenise to the real- world there must be some positive l-ower
bound on the rate of the potent ial  increase. Thls is biological ly tr iv ial ,
because all rates vastly exceed the lower bor:nd., but it seems an artificial-
and awkward restriction d.etluctively. However, the l-aw is in practice Justified
only d.ed.uctively; predictive Justifications have fail-ed because of d.ifficulty
in generat ing adequate predict ions (e.g. Brockelman and Fagen, 1972).  There
have also been conceptual problems with the concept of regulatory factor (Van

Va1en, 1973a),  and the ident l f icat ion of regulatory factors in most specif ic
cases is di f f icul t .

Another premise, which like the preceding can itself be derived ded.uctively'
is that the resultant of any constantly increasing function and decrements
uncorrelatect with the value of the function when they are applied.' is a random
valk about some mean trend. Except in a va.nlshingly snall proportion of
cases, such random walks lead eventually either to extinction or indefinitely
large size. fhis is not observed., and by sinilar arguments it follows that
the decrements must be posltively eorrelatetl with the number of ind.ividuals.
(A stronger statement is also provable.) But again there are quantitative

restr ict lons necessary, here on the nature of t feventual lyt t .  Nevertheless,
agaln these restrictj.ons are irrelevant to the biolory, as the tine available
is much longer than is required., so a general lav in biologr resuLts. Ihe

domain of the 1aw may be less than universal-, as some species that become

extinct may represent a class of exceptions to an assumptlon.
Because the pred. ict ive nethod is so emphasized, the force'of deduct ive

Just i f icat ion is often not reeognized by both pract ic ing scient ists and
phi losophers. Ttrus Murdoch (L956) cr i t ic izecl  the sinple, i f  e l l ipt ica1,

deduct ive Just i f icat ion of a set of  proposed new ecologieaf laws by Hairston'

Smith, and SloboO<in (1960) in part because the authors gave no testable
predictions. (The authors then proceeded to do so ancl d.id.nrt directly defend

their  use of deduct ion: Slobodkinn Smith, and Hairston, 1967.) Wil l iams (fgfS)

claime6 to Justif! evolutionary theory for the first time because she gave some
precl lct ions of i t .  Kochanski ( tglS) stated that predict ion was neeessary for
i ' testabi l i ty- in-pr inciple ' t  of  scient i f ic hypotheses. Exa,nrples of this viev

are numerous.
l,tueh of evolutionary theory is Justifietl prinarily deductively. I have

sketehed exa,nples above from ecology and give a full- decluction of the core

of the theory in the appendix. Many other exampJ-es exist. fhis seems to be

the main reason why many people, unbiased religiously, find. the theory unsatis-

factory. Yet they dontt  f ind. mathenat ics simi lar ly unsat isfactory'  which is

strange. I f  deduct ion is tautol-ogical  in one t i iscipl ine i t  is tautological-  in

al l .  But of course i t  j .sn' t  tautological  except in a str ict ly fornal sense.
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Deduction can give resufts which arenrt inmediately apparent and conceptually
is thus nontautological. Such people are confusetl by this a,nbiguity in the
word. I'tautology". Ttre step in a deductive Justification that corresponds to
testing preclictions is the establishnent and testing of assumptions.

Ded.uctive models are rather widely accepted. But I am not talking about
models. A modeL is a dellberate sinplification of realitXr or even a guess,
na,de in the hope (but not in the knowledge) tirat it contains enouglr of the
causal structure of the real world to be useful. Moclels are appropriate when
one doesnrt have an ad.equate theory. I a.n talking about real, explanatory
theories. In ny ilecluction of evolution I rnake certain sinplifieations that
appreciably restrict the domain of the conclusions. Ttris doesnrt give a modeI,
in the above sense, but represents a convenience. Removal of the sinplifica-
tions is trivial- but produces appreciable, and conceptually unneeessary,
conplexity. The deduction thus represents the basic causal processes in the
real worfd. and. has a structure isonorphic to this causation. Whether it should
also include more peripheral causal'processes is a natter of taste.

A sometimes important advantage of the clecluctive method is that it lets
one estimate the probability that onefs conclusion is true. The probability
of truth of the conclusion is conditional on the probabilities of truth of the
assunptions, for practieal purposes being their prod"uct. Ttrese probabilities
wiIL thenselves usually be only imprecisely known, but even then the result
will be real information (a probability distribution) on the truth of the
concfusion. Ehe pretlictive nethod, irtretently gives no sueh information
whatever.

The difference between the d.eductive and. predictive methods is important
in doing scienee as well as in analyzing it. Recently the staid. science of
paleontology has had two independent, but sr:rprisingly sinilar (relative to
previous work), analyses of its causal forrndations. Mine (Van Valen' 1973b)
started with the discovery of an enpirical regularity, a law, in the d.istribu-
tion of extinctions. I have proceeded prinarily to move back from this law
to its causal antecedents. fhis has nostly involved a nert approach to ecoIory
and natural  select ion (e.g. Van Valen, f915).  I  havenrt  yet suceeed.ed in
cleriving the explanatory theory from known first principles, perhaps in part
because not all the relevant first prineiples are themselves well established
yet. But I find this approach potentially more fYuitful than the construction
of deliberately unrealistic nodels and seeing how closely they approximate
reality. Ttre latter approach is that of Raup, Goultl, Schopf, and. Sinberloff
(fgfl+ and later work by then and othersn mostly in the Journals Paleobiolory
and Systenatie Zoolory). It involves the standard. pred.ictive outlook, is
easy to d.o, a^nd gives clear results. It has shown that certain arguments,
based on the absenee of alternatives, are false because alternatives exist.
It hasnf t yet contributetl positively to or:r und.erstancling of the real causal
nelrus behinct maJor evolutionary patterns, and. I a.m skeptical that it wil-l
prove important in this way until true causal theories are developed from
other approaehes. It is at this point that the pred.ietive method has some power.

Darwin

fhere is a moderate literature on the subJect of the supposed nontest-
ability of the theory of evolution by natural selection. Ghisel-in (tg6g) tras
taken the opposite view and has shown various ways in which the theory rnakes

testeble pred.ictions, some of which Darwin gave explicitly. I accept Ghiselinfs
analysis but believe it is incomplete. Darwin used several other methods of

Justification than the prettictive, such as induction, analogl;, and tracing
isonorphisms of causal structure betveen different processes. W extraction
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of a fifth aspect, the d.eductive, iloes not belittle the other aspects but
nerely i.gnores them. Da::rrinrs ded.uction is in fact a rnaJor reason why we
believe in evolution today.

Newtonrs deduction of the law of falling botlies eontrasts with Darwinrs
deduction of evolution by natural selection. Nev'ton had the law (it was
Gal-ileors) and found. sufficient conclitions for it; Darwin, however, had certain
ecologieal and other premises that were known to be true and deduced a neees-
sary conseguence, one which had not been well established.. Ttris is a stronger
procedure because Nenton night have chosen the wrong premises, as other
theoreticians have in fact clone in analogous eases. (Ufretfrer Newton really
did. choose vrong premises, or whether his law merely has a restricted domain,
is perhaps a matter of viewpoint. )

I will be concerned onJ-y irith evol-ution directed by natural- selection
that operates by d.ifferential pre-reproductive mortality and corrpetition.
This case is perhaps the sinplest, and it vas probably the one Darwin first
consid.ered.. In fact, it nay well be that the argr::nent given below is an elabor-
ation of the deduction Darnin mad.e in 1838 when he discovered. the applicabil-
ity of conpetitive natural selection to evolution, thus largely completing his
theory. Some of the language of the statements is Darwinrs but there is not
enough evidence to be sure that ry reconstruction follows Darwinrs inplicit
argunent exactly.

There have been several attenpts to construct a ded.uction of evolution or
natrrral selection in more or less d.etailo. I believe all of these attempts
are deficient in one way or anotherT (V.C. Kavaloski has pursued. this point in
as yet unpublished. work), but rather than repeat and nod.ify Kavaloskirs
criticisn I will- present a formalized deduction which, whatever its own defi-
c iencies, I  hope l-acks previous ones. The vaLue of such efforts is to clar i f !
concepts and assunptions, and to establish mininal boundaries on the d.omain
within which the theory is operative. This d.onain proves to be broader than
is sometines thought.

The controversial- debt of Darwin to l,Ialthus has recently been clarified
by Vorzin:mer ( t969),  Herbert  (1971),  and Schwartz (rgf}+).  r  agree with their
interpretation (the papers d.iffer in detail) and sunrnarize it. In 1838, when
Danrin read Malthus and deduced a mechanism for adaptation, he had already
concluded that evolution probably occurs, that it is ad"aptive, and that some
process more or less analogous to the artificial selection of breed.ers night
be relevant. But what is it in nature that selects adaptive variations?
There is no breeder. Malthus provided the answer, to Wallace as well as to
Dar:win, by showing that reproduction tends to occur indefinitely, beyond the
linits of food supply, and so some offspring must die. To Malthus the crucial
point was the geometric increase of nr.mbers of individuals beyond the

***
6some exa,mples are the following: Wal-lace (t87t, p. 302) , Huxley (t9\2,

pp. r \ -15),  Flew ( tg>g),  Beckner ( tg5T),  Lee ( tg6g),  Lewont in Q96g, 19?o),
Ar len ( tg7o),  wi t t ia.rns (1970),  vorzinmer (1970: pp. 6-20),  Ruse (rgfr) .

TFor instance, Lewontinf s inplied d.eduction (in part nod.ified. by an early
version of mine) fai ls because he inpl ic i t ly uses a str ict ly f requent ist
interpretation of probability. One of his three assumptions is that f'Differ-

ent phenotypes have d.ifferent rates of survival and. reprod.uction in d.ifferent
environnents (di f ferent ial  f i tness)t t  (Lewontin,  1970, p. f ) .  Apart  f rom
minor problens of wordingn this ignores the essential qualifier t'expected.tt

for rates. ft is thus entirely conrpatible with evol-ution by rand.om drift,
whieh isnrt what Lewontin meant at al-]-.
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arithemetic increase of footl; Dar*rin (fgh:, p. 725) knew that the total I'supply

of food, on an average, reuains constantrtt and so it was even more obvious that
competition would occur.

Danrinrs acknowledgett insplration from llalthus, and the equally crucial
role which reading Malthus playetl in Wallacets independent d.iscoveryn ernFhasize
the historic importa.nce of the ileductive argument for natural seleetion. The
only way in which lrlalthusrs insight is usefirl, is its role in the d.eductive
argument.

Structure of the deduction

General. Coments: I present the deduetion in four segEents, each ending
witn@e1usion.Eachstatementhasana,ne(e.e.CB),andthe
naJnes of the statements used to Justif! a given conclusion are in parentheses
after the conclusion. A more formal treatment appears &s an append.ix.

I'Jhenever the assr:mptions hold, i.e. within the d.omain of the theory'
the conclusions ho1d. Obviously the assumptions are not always true, for
there is not always conpetition or other phenomena of the eonclusions. The
conclusions d.o in fact sometimes hol-tl in cases vhere the assr:mptions do not.
Conpetition is not the only cause of evolution, as Darwin knew, but it was the
one he conslilerea in 1838. I sinilarly d.o not consider Darvinrs extensions of
the argu:nent to d.ifferential- extinction, multiplication of species, and eco-
logical d.iversity.

The point where one starts a deductive ergr:ment is arbitrary. If & eon-
clusion is itself obviously true, it can be taken as an assumption and the
deduction lead.ing to it thereby elininated. If an assr:mption is not obvious,
it can often be derived from more acceptable assr:mptions. I have given Darwinrs
intel-lectual situation in 1838 above, and by comparison with the Origin of
Species I believe that the argr:nent I give is close to his thoughts. The
chronology of his thoughts differs from the sequence of the argument because
he pursuecl the Justification of his assumptions. I have ad.cled. the number
theory without eqrlicit terbual basis; it is inplieit in the Mal-thusian argu-
ment, anct the conclusion that population size cannot be infinite nas not
obvious in 1970 to a graduate student in theoretical biologr.

lrry nain purpose is to clarif! the structure of Darnrinfs original deduc-
tive argr:nent (of L838, not 1859). Ttris is stiU a maJor part of why we today
believe in evolution.

The assumptions are not al.l inclependent of each other (e.g.o A5-AT'
A11-A12, A17-A18), but as w"ill be seen fron the append.ix they or functionally
equivalent assr:nptions are all necessary for the argunent with its present

structpre. Some termsr €.8. Itpopulationrtr refer to what I clefined as sto-
chastic sets (Van Valen, 195h) and which were renantred fuzzy sets by Zad.eh
(1965). I tlo not present a minimun axionatization because the interesting
structure is present in the version given.

Some of the propositions are sinplifications of the real world and narrow
the tionain of the theory. Elaboration of these wouLcl obscure the structure
of the argunent with snall gain. I ind.icate which are sinplified.; at least
the direction of generalization should be obvious to people who knov what is
being approxinated.

I. Competition

Definitions-t1. 
L is the a.mount of resource R avaifable.

D2. M is some minimum a,nount of resource R (see A1).
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D3. N is the naximum stable number of population W, as d.eterminecl by L.
D\. A struggle for l-ife occurs in population W whenever at least one

member of W d.ies because of having an insufficient a^nount of a resource and
this lack is d.ue to the size of W being greater than N.

Assumptions .
A1. If any ind.ivid.ual in population W does not receive at least some mini-

murn alnount M of some resource R, this individual will clie because of having an
insufficient a.mount of a resource.

A2. If A1 is true, then N is the integer next below the quotient L/M.
A3. L and M are posit ive, constant,  and f ini te.
Al+. The quotient of any two positive numbers is positive and finite.
A5. Ttre integer next below any positive finite number is finite or 0.
A5. At any finite size of population W, the number of next-generation

offspring produced is greater than the size of the parental population.
AT. The size of W wi l l  increase. at least unt i l  i t  reaches N, unless i t

is already at Least as large as N.
A8. Whenever the size of W is greater than N, one or more ind.lviduals in

W do not receive at least M.

Conclusions
C. N is f in i te or 0.  (Re, 13, Al+,  A5)
C2, The number of offspring produced will sometimes be greater than N.

(cr , .4,5,  A7)
C3. One or more individuaLs in W will sometimes not receive at least M.

(c2,  A8)
Cl+. A struggle for l i fe occurs in W. (C3, A1, .48, o4)

II. Natural Selection

Definitions
D5. Natural selection oceurs in population W if the proportions of the

variet ies comprising W change because of the propert ies of these vari t ies.
D5. A variety is one of two or more phenotypes in a population relative

to one character or set of related characters.

Assr:mptions
A9. There are varieties in population W.

A10. If there is a struggle for existence, some individual-s in W will- die
between birth and maturity for this reason.

A11. Young ind.ividuals of different varieties have different probabilities
of surviving to naturity whenever some individuals d.ie between birth and naturity
because of a struggle for existence.

A12. A change in the proportions of the varieties comprising a population
occurs from birth to natr:rity if young individ.uals of different varieties
have tlifferent probabilities of surviving to naturity.

Conc]-usions
C5. Young ind.ivid.ual-s of d.ifferent varieties in population W have differ-

ent probabi l i t ies of surviving to natur i ty.  (Cl+, 49, A1O, A1l-)
C6. Natural  sel-ect ion occurs in populat ion W. (o5, Rfe, C5)
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fII. Evolution

2l+L

Defini t ions
D7. Genotypic natural selection occurs in populatlon W if natural selec-

tion occurs a,lmong heriteble varieties in W.
D8. Evolution occurs in population W if tbe proportions of the varieties

conprising W ehange fron one generation to the next.

Assunptions
A13. fhere is a tendency to inheritance of the varieties.
AlL. The effect of natr.tral seleetion at one stage is not exactly cancelled

by effects at other stages.
A15. fhe proportions of the varieties comprising W change from one genera-

tion to the next whenever genotypic natural selectlon occurs and All+ is true.

Conclusions
C?. Ge"otypic naturaf select ion occurs ln W. (C5' Rf3, D?)
c8. Evolut ion occurs ln W. (c?, Af l+,  A15, DB)

W. The Origin of Specles

Definitions
D9. A nev species origlnates whenever divergence of character occurs over

a suff ic ient per iodl  of  t lne.
DlO. Divergence of character (fron the ancestral forn) oceurs if evolution

occurs in predoninantly the sa.me clirection for many generations.

Assunptions
416. If evolution occurs in 1 generation, any evolution that nay occur in

later generations is predominantly in the sa.ne d.lrection as that initially.
A17. If evolution occurs ln 1 generation, it occurg ln nany later genera-

t lons
A18. Ttrere is a sufflclent period of tine.

Conclusions
C9. Divergenee of eharacter oecurs.

Cl-O. A nenr species originates. (D9'
(c8,  oro,  A15, ArT)

cg, A18)

Discussion

I regard the following statements as unconditionally aclequate: Dl' D2' D3'

A1, A\,  A5r.AB, D6, A9, Dl-0. The fol lowing are adequate but unreal ist ieal ly
restr ict  the donain of  the theory:  Dl+n D5r A1O, A12,07, D8'  A15, D9. The

fol_lowing are simpl i f ieat ions of uninterest ingly eonpl ieatecl  proposit ions'  i .e.

they are idealizations: A2, A3, A6. Assumption A8 nay be regarded. as deriva-

tive, btlt then some other assumpbion, such as one or nore involving iteration
over generations, must be addeti. At5 is also replaceabLe'by a variety of
other assumptions.

Tbe renaining proposit ions (17; afr ;A13, A1l+; A15, Af?, AIB) are cruciaf

in that their truth realistlcally tletermines uhether thE eonclusion is true.

They specif1r ' real- ist ie boundaries for their  respect ive donains. For instanee,

ne need. to look only at whethsr AT 1s true in a given case to see whethgp

competition oceurs. I think this conclusion is taeitly granted by both sicles

in the controversy as to the frequeney of competition.
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It has long been knon'n that natural selection operates on other entities
than inttividuals of the sort of species faniliar to us. Lyellu and Danrin
discuseed. differential extinction of species, and selection at other levels
is norr a eornonplace. Ttre structure of the theory is such that it is broadly
applicable, although I have phrased it in terms of inclivid.uaL sel-ection to
avoicl cl.rcr.u-locution. Some recent treatments of the subJect are by Lewontin
(rgto),  wit t ians (rgt l ) ,  and van valen (rgt:a).  As Mul ler,( t929) noted.,  seLf-
reproduction is normally the nost crucial requirement for adaptive evol-ution
and. so for defining 1ife, although I will show el-sewhere that both the latter
are possible without lt. Maude (tg6Z) has in fact speculated on the possi-
billty of evolution by natrrral selection anong vortices in stars. The domain
of Danrlnts initial theory includes even this, and aspects are applicable
nore broadly. Natura1 selection of businesses, ideas, ancl other superficially
lnrelated entities is nore than a metaphorv; the structrrre of the process is
often the sa,me.
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Appendix: Strmbolic d.eduction of evolution

Ttris is a semi-forma'lized d.eduction, subdivitled as in the text. A.l1 steps
proceed by recognized operatlons; a complete fornalizatlon would be several
times as long and add nothing of substance. The degree of rigor is eompar-
able to that in mathenatics. The neaning of the synbols shouLd be obvious
from comparison vith identically nr:mberedl propositions (D\, ete.) in ttre
discursive text.

* l t*

8I t  is perhaps signi f icant that Lye11 (fgSa, ehap. 8-f f ,  and in later
ectitions) explicitly proposeat differential extinction of speeies by much the
sa^me mechanism that Dar"nin used (ef. Van Valen,I975a). Ttris is natural selec-
t ion; Lyel l  used the phrase rrstruggle for existeneert tand Damin read Lyel1
in several edltions before he read Malthus.

9I have discussed general ized natural  seleet ion br ief ly elsewhere (Van

Valen, 1972; cf. also J.E. Cohen lt96T l, Toul-nin LI97ZJ, and earlier work
cl ted. ln these sources).  L.J.  Cohenrs cr i t ique ( fgtS) of  Toul-nin misses the
structure of both the biology and Tor.rl-nin's argrurent. In terns of the present

structure, a population corresponds to the set of eoexisting itleas or theories
tbat purport to explain some clomain. fhe ideas or theories correspond to
both inctividuals and varieties, which are therefore eoextensive in this appli-
cation. Ttre proof of competition will d.iffer slightly beeause of this'
althoqgh the rnsximum steble nr:mber of coexi.sting theories to explain any
douain is ordinarily 1. (A r:nified treatment involves more general conditions
for competition, vith one entity preventing another entity from acquiring some

resource such as support for a theory. )
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Notes

(f) f onit syrnbolization
(e) f onit the proof that

VAN VALEN

symbolic deductlon

number theory.
0) implies the absence of W and so elimin-

ates the context
(S) fnis inference, talren as an assumption equivalent in function to A5,

cond.enses a formally complex but conceptually trivial iteration.
(t+) A further assr:mption, based on the ubiquity of some rand.om variation

in both N and S.
(5) Some such assumption is required to synbolize the eausation of the

d.eath.
(5) fire lack of a logical quantifier expressing "some" and not simuftan-

eously expressing existence forces the circuml-oeut ion in proposit ion 22.
This is a d.efect in synbolic logic. The two concepts are quite separate;
there is no more requirement for existence in relation to ttsomett than in
relat ion to fral l t l

(7) fni" assr:mptionn and the consequently eonvenient existential mode of
expression of propositions 25 and 27, is merely a eonvenience to preserve the
generality of A1l+.
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